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Grail : A C++ Library for Automata and Expressions
Darrell Raymondy
Derick Woodz
(Received January 1994)
Grail is a package for symbolic manipulation of nite-state automata and regular expressions. It provides most standard operations on automata and expressions, including
minimization, subset construction, conversion between automata and regular expressions, and language enumeration and testing. Grail's objects are parameterizable; users
can provide their own classes to de ne the input alphabet of automata and expressions.
Grail's operations are accessible either as individualprograms or directly through a C++
class library.

1. Introduction.

Grail is a symbolic computation environment for nite-state automata, regular expressions, and other formal language theory objects (Floyd and Beigel 1994; Wood 1987).
Using Grail , one can input automata or expressions, convert them from one form to the
other, minimize, make deterministic, complement, and perform many other operations.
Currently, Grail consists of a collection of process-based lters for computing with nitestate automata and regular expressions, and a C++ class library for customized automata
programming.
We are investigating the implementation of automata and expressions for three reasons. The rst reason is to provide an environment that supports experimental research
on automata. We are particularly interested in learning about the tradeo s of alternative
algorithms for solving problems, and in learning more about average case complexity
through simulation. The second reason is to develop ecient software that can support
the application of formal language objects to various programming problems. Traditionally, automata are used for parsing and text transduction, but they have also proved to
be useful for other tasks, such as specifying network protocols, hardware testing, and describing various types of device controller. The third reason is to develop an environment
that supports the teaching of formal language concepts. Most formal language courses
are highly mathematical; the emphasis is on proof, not on engineering. While this bias is
appropriate for students who will proceed to do graduate work in formal language theory,
the vast majority of students would bene t from a better understanding of the problems
and opportunities involved in implementing the objects they study.
y
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The rst project to bear the name `Grail' began some years ago, as an extension of
Johnson's INR (Johnson 1986). INR is a program for computing with rational relations.
INR's eciency in manipulating very large automata gave it a unique role both in research
and in practical applications (Kazman 1986). Johnson, Wood, and Seger developed the
rst version of Grail as a layer of C code on top of INR, using INR to provide automata
support. The resulting system was able to handle context-free grammars and automata
with regular expressions as transition labels. The system had a complex and monolithic
architecture, however, and work on it was discontinued.
The second attempt at Grail was developed subsequently by the present authors.
This version, written in C, had the express goals of modularity, clarity, and extendibility.
Unfortunately, neither C nor our good intentions were enough to ensure these characteristics. We subsequently turned to C++, and its stricter type checking (and our practical
experience) led to a more robust and modular library that is the basis of the present
implementation of Grail .

2. Using Grail .

The primary objects in version 2.0 of Grail are nite-state machines and regular
expressions. Regular expressions look much the same as they do elsewhere; Grail supports
catenation, union, and Kleene star for regular expressions, along with parentheses to
specify precedence. The following are examples of regular expressions acceptable to Grail :
a+b
((a+bcde*)+c)*
{}
""+a

The notation fg indicates the empty set, and the notation "" indicates the empty
string.
A deterministic nite-state machine (or automaton) is normally speci ed by a 5-tuple:
< Q; ; ; s; F >
where Q is the set of states,  is the input alphabet,  is a partial transition function
 : Q   ! Q, s is the start state, and F is a set of nal states. To simplify Grail 's input,
we represent nite-state machines as sets of instructions. A machine for the language ab,
for example, is speci ed by the instructions:
(START) |- 0
0 a 1
1 b 2
2 -| (FINAL)

Each instruction is a triple that consists of source state, instruction label, and target
state. The start and nal states of the machine are indicated by means of special pseudoinstructions, whose labels are special symbols that can be thought of as endmarkers for
the input string. The states (START) and (FINAL) are pseudo-states; they indicate that
the other state in the instruction is a start or nal state. The set of (non-pseudo) instructions is an enumeration of the transition relation. The input alphabet of the machine is
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Table 1. Grail lters
fmcment
fmcomp
fmcat
fmcross
fmenum
fmexec
fmmin
fmminrev
fmplus
fmreach
fmrenum
fmreverse
fmstar
fmtore
fmunion
fmdeterm
iscomp
isdeterm
isomorph
isuniv
isempty
isnull
recat
remin
restar
retofm
reunion
xfmcat
xfmplus
xfmreach
xfmreverse
xfmstar
xfmtore
xfmunion

complement a machine
complete a machine
catenate two machines
cross product of two machines
enumerate strings in the language of a machine
execute a machine on a given string
minimize a machine by Hopcroft's method
minimize a machine by reversal
plus of a machine
reduce a machine to reachable submachine
canonical renumbering of a machine
reverse a machine
star of a machine
convert a machine into a regular expression
union of two machines
convert an NFA into a DFA by subset construction
test a machine for completeness
test a machine for determinism
test two machines for isomorphism
test a machine for universality
test a regular expression for equivalence to empty set
test a regular expression for equivalence to empty string
catenate two regular expressions
minimal bracketing of a regular expression
star of a regular expression
convert a regular expression into a machine
union of two regular expressions
catenate two extended machines
plus of an extended machine
reduce an extended machine to reachable submachine
reverse an extended machine
star of an extended machine
convert an extended machine into a regular expression
union of two extended machines

given implicitly; it is the set of symbols that appear on (non-pseudo) instructions. Grail 's
machines di er from conventional automata in that we permit multiple start states as
well as multiple nal states.
To the user, Grail is the set of lters shown in Table 1. The lters can be used from
a command shell, such as sh or csh. Each lter takes a machine or regular expression as
input, and produces a machine or regular expression as output. Regular expressions and
machines can be entered directly from the keyboard or (more usually) redirected from
les. To convert a regular expression into a nite-state machine, for example, one might
issue the following command:
% echo "(a+b)*(abc)" | retofm

whose output would be
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0 a 1
2 b 3
0 a 0
0 a 2
2 b 0
2 b 2
4 a 1
4 a 0
4 a 2
4 b 3
4 b 0
4 b 2
(START) |- 4
1 a 6
3 a 6
4 a 6
6 b 8
8 c 10
10 -| (FINAL)

The lter retofm converts the input regular expression into a nondeterministic nitestate machine, which it prints on its standard output. This output can be the input for
another lter; for example, one that converts the machine back into a regular expression
(folded here to t onto the page):
% echo "(a+b)*(abc)" | retofm | fmtore
abc+aabc+aa*aabc+ba*aabc+babc+a(b+ba*a)*ba*aabc+a(b+ba*a)*babc
+b(b+ba*a)*ba*aabc+b(b+ba*a)*babc+aa*a(b+ba*a)*ba*aabc+aa*a(b+
ba*a)*babc+ba*a(b+ba*a)*ba*aabc+ba*a(b+ba*a)*babc

We may choose to make the machine deterministic before converting it into a regular
expression:
% echo "(a+b)*(abc)" | retofm | fmdeterm | fmtore
aa*b(aa*b+bb*aa*b)*c+bb*aa*b(aa*b+bb*aa*b)*c

Or we may choose to minimize the deterministic machine before converting it into a
regular expression:
% echo "(a+b)*(abc)" | retofm | fmdeterm | fmmin | fmtore
b*aa*b(aa*b+bb*aa*b)*c

This set of pipelines illustrates a range of possibilities for developing regular expressions for a given language. As a teaching tool, the preceding examples show that algorithms that preserve language equivalence do not preserve identity (it also emphasizes
the point that manually checking for language equivalence is extremely tedious except
for very simple languages). As a software tool, the preceding sequence is useful for gen-
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erating variant expressions of a single language, that then can be used to exercise other
algorithms.
Shell scripts are not limited to pipelines. Grail lters can be combined with control
ow constructs and other lters to develop machine programs. In the following session,
we apply cross product to a machine (crossed with itself), use wc to compute the size of
the resulting machine, and use time to compute the time consumed in the computation.
This procedure is then applied to the result three more times.
$ cat nfm
(START) |- 0
0 a 1
0 a 2
1 -| (FINAL)
2 -| (FINAL)
$ for i in 1 2 3 4
> do
> time fmcross nfm nfm >nfm.tmp
> wc nfm.tmp
> mv nfm.tmp nfm
> done
0.1 real
0.0 user
9
27
89 nfm.tmp
0.0 real
0.0 user
33
99
349 nfm.tmp
0.1 real
0.0 user
513
1539
6413 nfm.tmp
19.8 real
16.4 user
131073 393219 2162701 nfm.tmp
$

0.0 sys
0.0 sys
0.0 sys
2.1 sys

In four steps, the size of the result jumps from 9 to 131,000 instructions, and the time
taken for computation in the last step is about 20 seconds. Approximately 20 Mbytes of
memory are needed to compute the last machine.
The lter-based approach to a symbolic computation environment has several advantages. First, it is relatively easy to add or modify elements of the package simply by
adding new lters, which can be written in any programming language. Second, we can
take advantage of the large number of shell languages that exist, as well as users' familiarity with them, rather than having to develop and justify our own customized language.
Third, it is relatively easy to distribute or to multiprocess a computation using multiple
lters, because the separate processes can be placed on di erent processors without the
need for customized programming.
For those who want to avoid the cost of I/O implicit in the use of the lter approach,
Grail can also be accessed directly as a C++ library. The lter command
% echo "(a+b)*(abc)" | retofm | fmdeterm | fmmin | fmtore

can also be written directly in C++:
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#include

"grail.h"

main()
{
re<char>
fm<char>

r;
a;

cin >> r;
retofm(r, a);
r = fmtore(a.subset().min_by_partition());
cout << r << "\n";
}

The program rst reads a regular expression from standard input. The retofm function then converts the expression into a machine. The machine is then made deterministic
(via subset), minimized (via min by partition), converted back to an expression (via
fmtore), and then output.
Using the C++ library directly enables the parameterization of Grail 's machines and
expressions with a speci c input alphabet. Any C++ type or class can serve as an input
alphabet; in the preceding program, the objects use an alphabet of chars, but it is also
possible to de ne more complex alphabets. Grail includes lters for extended machines,
which have regular expressions as their input alphabet.

3. Design and implementation.

Grail is designed in several layers. The outermost layer, employed by the casual
user, is the set of lters shown in Table 1. This layer can be used with little or no
programming experience. The second layer is made up of the parameterizable classes for
nite-state machines and regular expressions; this layer can be employed without much
knowledge of Grail 's internals. The lters, for example, are simply I/O wrappers around
calls to the parameterized classes. The nal layer is the functionality of the individual
classes themselves. Grail includes de nitions for 15 classes, organized in the relatively
at hierarchy shown in Table 2.
The main classes are fm ( nite-state machines) and re (regular expressions). These
classes provide the capabilities that make Grail useful for symbolic computation with
machines and expressions. Each class de nes input and output functions, standard class
routines (constructor, destructor, assignment, copy constructor) and comparison functions for identity testing. The classes also de ne the basic abstract functions for their
objects, such as union, catenation, Kleene closure, and the conversion functions from
regular expression into machine and vice versa.
There are two types of support classes. The rst type implements basic container
classes: set, list, and string are containers of general utility. The second type of
support class implements substructures that are speci c to nite-state machines and expressions: state implements the states of a nite-state machine, inst implements the
instructions of a nite-state machine, and subexp and its derived classes implement regular expressions. subexp is an abstract base class; it serves only to de ne the functions
common to all of its derived classes. Each regular expression contains a single subexpres-
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Table 2. Grail classes
fm
inst
list
re
set
state
string
subexp

null exp
empty set
empty string
symbol exp
cat exp
plus exp
star exp

sion which may be an empty set (empty set), empty string (empty string), any single
symbol (symbol exp), a catenation expression (cat exp), a union expression, (plus exp),
or a star expression (star exp). The null exp is used only for initialization.
Version 2.0 of Grail is approximately 7000 lines of C++. Complete details about the
implementation can be found in the Grail technical report (Raymond and Wood 1994).

4. Some empirical lessons.

Developing Grail has taught us much about implementing algorithms for nite-state
machines. C++ is an important contributor to the robustness of our code, mainly because
of its strict type checking and its encapsulation of function with data structure. We have
also learned some lessons that apply to the construction of mathematical libraries in
general. One of these is that a library of routines is only half the battle; the other half
is in developing a library of test data, and the provision of a mechanism for automatic
testing and performance evaluation. In the early stages of development, Grail 's lters
were tested with simple machines, and the results were checked by hand. As the pace of
development increased, however, this was no longer acceptable; one cannot very well test
tens of programs on each of several test cases by hand, and one cannot test very large
machines or expressions by hand at all, since the probability of a manual error in checking
rapidly becomes higher than the probability of an error in the code. Thus, it becomes
necessary to automate testing. Automation is also essential in performance evaluation,
which relies on large inputs in order to thoroughly exercise the code. One approach to
generating large test cases is to apply lters that generate non-isomorphic machines that
are language equivalent. Repeatedly converting between machine and regular expression,
for example, will result in a large machine that accepts a known language. Hence, the
result of processing such a machine can be tested by minimizing and comparing the result
to the known minimal machine. Another related tactic is to repeatedly take the cross
product of a nondeterministic machine with itself; there will be an exponential blowup
in the size of the result, which is still language equivalent with the original.
A second important lesson is that a sound theoretical understanding of an algorithm
is not the same as a sound implementation. To paraphrase a popular saying, a little
knowledge of worst-case performance is a dangerous thing. Algorithms that have bad
worst-case performance may be quite acceptable for most practical uses. Subset con-
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struction, in particular, is exponential in the worst case, but empirical study shows that
the number of machines that exhibit this behavior is small (Leslie 1992). Moreover, it
appears to be predictable from the input whether an exponential result is likely to occur.
Since most users do not want to store or further use exponential output, predicting this
result may be sucient.
On the other hand, a sloppy implementation of a well-known algorithm with reasonable average case performance may be unacceptable for every large input. Linear-time
algorithms can easily become quadratic-time if careful attention is not paid to problems
such as the proper management of sets.

5. Related work.

There are several systems with similar goals to Grail , besides the aforementioned
INR. The earliest e ort we know of is Leiss's REGPACK, which was written in SPITBOL
(Leiss 1977). More recently, Champarnaud and Hansel have produced the AUTOMATE
system, written in C (Champarnaud and Hansel, 1991). AUTOMATE supports nitestate machines and nite semigroups, and can compute both syntactic and instruction
monoids. Jansen and Pottho 's AMORE system also handles syntactic monoids, and
produces graphical displays (Jansen, Pottho , Thomas and Wermuth 1990). Hannay
has built a Hypercard-based system for simulating automata, including Turing machines
(Hannay 1992). Krischer's FANCY, the Finite AutomatoN Checker of nancY, is intended
to support formal hardware veri cation. It provides equivalence and inclusion checking
for nite-state automata and is accessible through a graphical user interface. FADELA,
the Finite Automaton DEbugging LAnguage, is an e ort directed by Gjalt de Jong (van
der Zanden 1990). FADELA can derive deterministic automata, regular expressions, and
Muller machines. It can also handle languages with in nite words. FLAP, the Formal Languages and Automata Package comes from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (LoSacco and
Rodger 1993; Caugherty and Rodger, to appear). FLAP supports drawing and executing nite-state automata, pushdown machines and Turing machines. FLAP can handle
nondeterministic machines, provides a stepping capability, and supports paper output.
Grail shares one or more goals with each of these programs|to serve as a research
and teaching environment, to facilitate the study of machine implementations, or to be
used in evaluating protocols and designs. Grail di ers from these systems in several ways,
however.
The rst di erence is in system design. Most other systems are provided as closed
environments accessible through a special-purpose language, whereas Grail provides a
set of independent processes that can be used with any command shell language. The
advantage of the Grail approach is that it is easier for users to add to or to change
its functionality; they need only to write a replacement lter that can read and write
Grail 's machines. Naturally, it is possible to make use of Grail 's existing code to write
such lters, but it is also possible to write lters in any desired language. More integrated
systems do not provide this kind of exibility.
A second di erence is that Grail does not share existing systems' asymmetrical view
of machines and regular expressions. INR, REGPACK, AUTOMATE, and AMORE make
the implicit assumption that a regular expression (or rational relation) is the desired type
of input, and that a (minimal, deterministic) nite-state machine is the desired output.
Grail makes no such assumption. Unlike these other systems, Grail facilitates symbolic
computation of the objects themselves, rather than computation of the languages they
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denote. Thus Grail treats both machines and regular expressions as rst-class citizens.
Partly because we have not chosen an asymmetrical approach, Grail provides a larger
set of operations for dealing with its objects than do the other systems. REGPACK, for
example, has 6 routines, whereas Grail has 34.
A third di erence is that Grail is written in C++, and provides machines and regular
expressions as a class library. The use of C++ confers an additional degree of modularity
that permits us to safely change the internals of the system, while leaving the upper level
interfaces unchanged. The ability to use di erent input alphabets is a direct result of the
modularity provided by the C++ template mechanism.

6. Future work.

There is much future work we wish to do on Grail .
Our main and continuing activity is to increase the number of operations that we can
apply to machines and regular expressions, and to improve the performance of existing
operations. In the near future we will be looking at various kinds of mappings within
classes (that is, from one machine or expression into another), and will also work on the
speci cation of transduction expressions and transducers.
We will also increase the number of types of objects that are available to Grail programmers. In addition to more high-level classes, such as one for monoids and one for
languages, we also expect to implement low-level support classes for digraphs and relations. The latter are particularly important in simplifying existing machine operations,
since many machine operations can be reduced to operations on low-level classes. Testing
reachability in a machine, for example, should not be done with a special-purpose algorithm, but using a reachability-testing algorithm for general digraphs. Similarly, many
of the operations we apply to sets of instructions ought to be handled as special cases of
operations on relational databases.
In the near future we will exploit Grail 's parameterizability to create many interesting
types of machine, by instantiating our classes with appropriate input alphabets. (Floyd
and Beigel 1994; Salomaa, Wood, and Yu, 1994). A nite-state machine whose instruction
labels are symbol pairs, for example, can describe a transducer. Another interesting use of
parameterized nite-state machines is to represent pushdown automata. Such machines
can be represented with instruction labels of the form aA?1 , where a is an input symbol,
A?1 is the top string that is to be popped from the stack, and is the symbol to be
pushed on the stack. This approach to pushdown automata was introduced by Floyd (as
reported by Kurki-Sunio 1975) and is used by Salomaa et al. (Salomaa, Wood, and Yu
1994).
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